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Notes:

Do not scale this drawing.

All dimensions are in metres unless stated otherwise.

This drg shall be read in conjunction with all other relevant scheme drawings, construction details and
specifications

Key:

Traffic signals

Fencing - refer to drg no: 16488/008/SD501

Sign posts - refer to drg no's: 16488/008/810, 1000/450 rev B, 1000/451 rev B

Pedestrian guard railing - refer to drg no. 1000/503 rev D.

Tactile paving - refer to drg no. 16488/008/SD316

Proposed traffic island - refer to drg no's. 16488/008/SD316 & SD329

Drop kerb - refer to drg no. 16488/008/SD304 & SD305

Proposed lighting columns - refer to drg no's 16488/008/807 and 16488/008/SD424
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UTILITIES NOTE:  The position of any existing public or private sewers, utility services, plant or apparatus shown on this

drawing is believed to be correct, but no warranty to this is expressed or implied.  Other such plant or apparatus may also

be present but not shown.  The Contractor is therefore advised to undertake his own investigation where the presence of

any existing sewers, services, plant or apparatus may affect his operations.

SCALING NOTE:   Do not scale from this drawing.  If in doubt, ask.
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